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Abstract
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The phase180inverse circuit in eSIM was built to amplify
and invert sine wave and then use mirror inversion for noise
cancellation application in future. In the common source
MOS amplifier circuit both current and voltage gain can
be described as medium, but the output is the inverse of
the input, i.e. 180deg phase change .A single stage inverting MOSFET amplifier was successfully built using nMOSFET in enhancement mode. The output of the amplifier drove CMOS inverter to get wave exactly 180 out
of phase. The CMOS does not contain any resistors,
which makes it more power efficient that a regular resistorMOSFET inverter.
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Implemented Circuit

Figure 1: Implemented circuit diagram.
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Circuit Details

Implemented Waveforms

Figure 2: Implemented waveform.
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